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ABSTRACT: 
The α-helical coiled coil is one of the best-studied protein-protein interaction motifs.  As a 
result, sequence-to-structure relationships are available for the prediction of natural coiled-
coil sequences and the de novo design of new ones.  However, coiled coils adopt a wide 
range of oligomeric states and topologies, and our understanding of the specification of these 
and the discrimination between them remains incomplete.  Gaps in our knowledge assume 
more importance as coiled coils are used increasingly to construct biomimetic systems of 
higher complexity; for this, coiled-coil components need to be robust, orthogonal and 
transferable between contexts.  Here we explore how the polar side chain asparagine (Asn, N) 
is tolerated within otherwise hydrophobic helix-helix interfaces of coiled coils.  The long-
held view is that Asn placed at certain sites of the coiled-coil sequence repeat selects one 
oligomer state over others, which is rationalized by the ability of the side chain to make 
hydrogen bonds, or interactions with chelated ions within the coiled-coil interior of the 
favored state.  We test this with experiments on de novo peptide sequences traditionally 
considered as directing parallel dimers and trimers; and more widely through bioinformatics 
analysis of natural coiled-coil sequences and structures.  We find that when located centrally, 
rather than near the termini of such coiled-coil sequences, Asn does exert the anticipated 
oligomer-specifying influence.  However, outside of these bounds, Asn is observed less 
frequently in the natural sequences, and the synthetic peptides are hyperthermostable and lose 
oligomer-state specificity.  These findings highlight that not all regions of coiled-coil repeat 
sequences are equivalent, and that care is needed when designing coiled-coil interfaces. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The coiled coil is arguably the best understood of all protein folds.1, 2  Coiled coils comprise 
two or more amphipathic α-helices that supercoil around a central hydrophobic core.3  There 
are many potential coiled-coil oligomer states and topologies, ranging from simple parallel 
dimers and trimers, Figure 1A&B, through to multi-helix bundles with mixed parallel and 
antiparallel arrangements of the helices.4, 5  Coiled coils can form discrete domains within 
proteins, or direct protein-protein interactions.6, 7 
 
Figure 1. The α-helical coiled coil. A&B: Classical parallel dimeric and trimeric coiled coils formed by peptides 
CC-pIL-I17N (PDB code 4DZM) and CC-pII-I13N (4DZK), respectively.8 C&D: Helical-wheel diagrams for 
coiled-coil dimers and trimers, showing how the heptad sequence repeat relates to the helical and oligomeric 
structures.  E&F: Buried asparagine residues at the a and d sites of a parallel dimer (4DZM) and a parallel trimer 
(4DZK), respectively. The central chloride ion coordinated by the Asn residues in the trimer is shown in green. 
Despite this diversity of structure, and with it function, coiled coils have common features.  
First, the adjacent helices pack via so-called “knobs-into-holes” (KIH) interactions 9, which 
are the signature of all coiled-coil structures.10  Secondly, KIH packing is related to 
underlying repeats in coiled-coil sequences, which typically, though not always,11, 12 exhibit a 
characteristic heptad repeat (abcdefg)n.  In these, hydrophobic residues are usually found at 
the a and d positions, and polar residues elsewhere, Figure 1C&B.1, 2  On average, this spaces 
hydrophobic side chains 3.5 residues apart.  Because the α helix has 3.6 residues per turn, this 
gives rise to a hydrophobic seam running the length of each constituent helix.  In turn, these 
amphipathic helices provide the primary driving force for helix-helix association.  However, 
because 3.5 and 3.6 are not the same, the helices wrap, or supercoil around each other, Figure 
1. Developing this further, the precise geometry of the KIH interactions change with 
oligomer state.  As a result, different side-chain combinations are preferred in the different 
KIH-packing regimes; put another way, heptad repeats with different sequences direct the 
assembly of different oligomer states.2, 13, 14 
This direct and predictive relationship between coiled-coil sequence and structure was first 
articulated by Harbury and coworkers,13 who showed that different combinations of 
isoleucine (Ile, I) and leucine (Leu, L) at the a and d sites of the GCN4 leucine zipper lead to 
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dimers, trimers and tetramers.  This provides “rules of thumb” for oligomer-state prediction 
and design: a = Ile plus d = Leu favors dimer; a = d = Ile, trimer; and a = Leu plus d = Ile, 
tetramer.  These rules have been validated by database studies,10, 14 and are used as the 
cornerstone of much coiled-coil design.2, 15-17 
In addition, charged residues at e and g, which flank the hydrophobic core, Figure 1C&D, 
often form salt bridges in natural systems.2, 16, 18, 19  This is also exploited in coiled-coil 
design: judicious placement of complementary charges—e.g., Lys-Glu pairs at e and g—can 
be used to pattern sequences to control homotypic or heterotypic assembly of peptides 
otherwise possessing the same core a & d residues.19-22  Together, such heuristics have been 
used to design a suite of coiled-coil components,8, 23-25 which have been used as modular 
building blocks in various synthetic-biology applications.26-30 
The above said, the a/d interfaces are not the exclusive province of hydrophobic residues; 
indeed, ≈1/4 of residues at these interfaces of structurally defined coiled coils are polar.2, 4, 10 
In many instances, these residues are conserved through evolution,31 and likely play vital 
roles in specifying coiled-coil oligomeric state and function.2  Indeed, engineered and de 
novo designed coiled-coil peptides and proteins with exclusively hydrophobic cores tend to 
be hyperstable,8, 13, 24, 25, 32 which, for natural sequences, may cause problems in folding, 
assembly, dynamics and overall function.  Nature’s solution here appears to use less-than-
perfect repeats, including the incorporation of polar residues, to make even extremely long 
coiled-coil assemblies dynamic, and with thermally accessible unfolded states.7, 33 
By far the most abundant of these polar inclusions is asparagine (Asn).  For example, in the 
classic dimeric leucine zipper, GCN4-p1, Asn16 falls at an a position,18, 34 referred to herein 
as N@a, Figure 1E.  This is highly conserved across classical leucine zippers.35  Moreover, 
whilst replacement of this residue with the canonical valine increases thermal stability, the 
mutant loses oligomer-state specificity.13  From considerable work, the generally accepted 
view is that, at a sites in coiled-coil dimers, Asn residues make side chain-side chain 
hydrogen bonds to partly offset the cost of burying a polar group, but that this is not possible 
in other oligomers and topologies.35-38  Studies have also been performed to quantify the 
contribution of these Asn-Asn pairs to dimer stability at least.39-41 
To summarize a large body of literature, N@a is destabilising, but it specifies parallel dimer 
over alternative states such as antiparallel dimer and parallel trimer.  Asn inclusions do occur 
in trimers, though less frequently than in dimers.4  For instance, inspired by the observation 
of N@d in trimeric autotransporter adhesins, Hartmann and colleagues describe a number of 
model peptides bearing N@d residues and show that these are tolerated in the core.42  
However, they are accommodated differently from N@a in parallel dimers: an analysis of 
N@d residues in natural trimeric coiled-coil domains shows that typically they coordinate 
anions to form discrete, well-ordered layers in trimeric coiled coils,42 Figure 1F. 
The above underlines a good and clear understanding of Asn insertions in the hydrophobic 
interfaces of natural coiled-coil systems.  Nonetheless, and with increasing use of coiled coils 
as components, or building blocks, in protein engineering and design in synthetic biology,29 it 
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is important to see how this understanding translates to completely de novo systems.  Here we 
examine the effects of Asn insertions into the hydrophobic cores of de novo parallel dimeric 
and trimeric coiled-coil peptides,8 placing particular emphasis on the consequences of the 
positioning of the residue along the length of the coiled coil.  We begin with a description of 
experiments in which a single Asn residue is “walked” through the a or d residues in each 
sequence.37, 38  These experiments show that the precise positioning of the inclusion with 
respect to the whole sequence does influence coiled-coil folding, stability and preferred 
oligomer state, with the adoption of the parallel dimer state being particularly sensitive to this 
walk.  In addition, we use this experimental system to examine how the positioning of Asn 
insertions along a coiled coil affects orthogonal, homotypic assembly.  Finally, we present 
bioinformatics analyses of the protein structure and sequences databases.  Results from these 
largely support our experimental findings. 
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION: 
Peptide Synthesis: 
Rink amide ChemMatrixTM resin was obtained from PCAS Biomatrix Inc. (St-Jean-sur-
Richelieu, Canada); Fmoc-L-amino acids and 2-(1H-benzotriazol-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-
tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU) were obtained from AGTC Bioproducts 
(Hessle, UK); all other reagents were obtained from Fisher (Loughborough, UK).  Peptides 
were synthesised on a 0.1 mmol scale on Rink amide resin using a LibertyTM microwave 
peptide synthesizer (CEM; Mathews, NC, U.S.A.) employing Fmoc solid-phase techniques 
and systematically repeated steps of coupling and deprotection interspaced with washings (5 
× 7 mL dimethylformamide (DMF)).  Coupling: Fmoc-amino acid (5eq.), HBTU (4.5 eq.), 
diisopropylethylamine (10eq.), in DMF (7mL) for 5 min with 20W microwave irradiation at 
75-.  Deprotection: 20% piperidine in DMF for 5 min with 20W microwave irradiation at 
75˚C.  Following linear assembly, the peptide was acetylated (acetic anhydride (3 eq.), 
DIPEA (4.5 eq.) in DMF (7 mL) for 20 min), and then cleaved from the resin with 
concomitant removal of side-chain protecting groups by treatment with a cleavage cocktail 
(10 mL) consisting of trifluoracetic acid (TFA; 95%), triisopropylsilane (2.5%) and H2O 
(2.5%) for 3 h at room temperature.  Suspended resin was removed by filtration, the peptide 
precipitated in ice-cold diethyl ether, centrifuged, the pellet dissolved in 1:1 MeCN/H2O, and 
freeze-dried.  Purification was performed by RP-HPLC using a Kromatek (semi micro, 5 µm, 
100 Å, 10 mm ID x 150 mm L) C18 reverse phase column.  Eluents used were 0.1% TFA in 
H2O (A) and 0.1% TFA in MeCN (B); the peptide was eluted by applying a linear gradient 
(at 3 mL/min) of 20% to 80 % B over 40 min.  Fractions collected were examined by 
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry and those found to contain exclusively the desired product 
were pooled and lyophilized.  Analysis of the purified final product by RP-HPLC indicated a 
purity of >95%.  Successful synthesis was confirmed by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. 
(See Supplementary Material)  
Sedimentation-equilibrium experiments by Analytical Ultracentrifugation (AUC) 
Sedimentation-equilibrium experiments were conducted at 20°C in a Beckman-Optima XL-I 
analytical ultracentrifuge using an An-60 Ti rotor. Solutions were prepared in phosphate 
buffered saline (PBS; 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, and 10 mM phosphate buffer) at pH 7.4 
with peptide concentrations in the range 75 – 400 µM and spun at speeds in the range 20,000 
– 50,000 rpm. Datasets were initially fitted to a single, ideal species model using Ultrascan.43 
The partial specific volume for each of the various peptides and the solvent density was 
calculated using Sednterp.44 
Circular Dichroism 
CD spectra were obtained using a JASCO J-810 spectropolarimeter fitted with a Peltier 
temperature controller.  Peptide concentrations were determined by UV absorption at 280 nm 
(ε(Trp) = 5690 mol-1 cm-1; ε(Tyr) = 1280 mol-1 cm-1).45  Peptide solutions were prepared in 
PBS, and examined in 5 mm quartz cuvettes.  Thermal denaturation experiments were 
performed by ramping temperature from 5°C to 90°C at a rate of 10°C/h.  Full spectra were 
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recorded at 5°C intervals, whilst the CD signal at 222 nm was recorded at 1°C intervals (1 nm 
interval, 1 nm bandwidth, 16 s response time).  All peptides in the present study were 
examined at 10 µM concentration. Raw data (in mdeg) were normalized for peptide 
concentration, pathlength of the cuvette, and number of amide bonds present to give mean 
residue ellipticity (MRE; deg cm2 dmol-res-1).  CD mixing experiments to probe the 
orthogonal assembly of CC-pIL-I10N & CC-pIL-I17N and CC-pII-I13N & CC-pII-I20N 
pairs were performed by examining the thermal denaturation of 10 µM + 10 µM mixtures of 
the two peptides, and comparing it to the average MRE when each of the peptides was 
examined alone. 
Disulfide exchange experiments 
Analogues of peptides CC-pIL-I10N & CC-pIL-I17N and CC-pII-I13N & CC-pII-I20N 
bearing an N-terminal Ac-CysStBu-Gly-Gly— tag were prepared: The StBu Cysteine protection 
used so as to prevent premature disulfide-linked homodimer formation during sample workup 
and handling. Peptides (50 µM) were mixed in redox buffer (4 mM oxidized glutathione, 1 
mM reduced glutathione in PBS, pH 7.8, 1mL) at room temperature.  Reaction mixtures were 
analyzed by HPLC immediately and again after 7 days. Each peak was collected, freeze-dried 
and its identity established by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry.  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Peptide design, mutagenesis and synthesis 
As starting points for our experiments, we used two completely de novo peptides 4-heptad 
repeats in length, previously designed and fully characterized in solution and through to X-
ray protein crystal structures.8  These were CC-pIL-I17N, a parallel homodimer with Asn at 
the a position of the 3rd heptad; and CC-pII-I13N, a parallel homotrimer with Asn at the d 
position of the 2nd heptad, Table 1.  N.b., variants of these peptides with completely 
hydrophobic (Ile/Leu or Ile/Ile cores), CC-pIL and CC-pII, are hyperstable parallel 
homotrimers.8 
Initially, six additional sequences were designed, essentially “walking” the Asn residue 
through each of the remaining a or d positions of the two sequences, respectively.  To aid 
biophysical characterization, each peptide was equipped with a two-residue C-terminal tag to 
give it a unique mass and a UV chromophore.  All peptides were prepared by Fmoc-based 
solid phase peptide synthesis, followed by reverse-phase HPLC, and confirmed by mass 
spectrometry (see Supporting Information Figures S1 & S2). 
Table 1. Sequences of N@a series (top) and N@d series (middle), and Asn-swapped variants (bottom) designed 
for this study. †TM values were obtained by monitoring CD signal at 222 nm (MRE222) during thermal 
denaturation experiments (5 to 90°C) at 10 µM peptide concentration in PBS at pH 7.4. ‡ MRE222 values 
recorded at 20°C and 10 µM peptide concentration.  *Oligomeric states were determined by analytical 
ultracentrifugation, and are expressed relative to monomer molecular mass.  Due to high thermal stability, the 
TM of peptides CC-pIL-I3N and CC-pII-I27N could not be determined.  Peptide CC-pII-I10N_I17 was unfolded. 
Peptide 
                                            Sequence 
     gabcdef gabcdef gabcdef gabcdef 
TM 
(°C)† 
MRE222‡  
(deg cm2. 
dmol res-1) 
Oligomeric 
State* 
CC-pIL-I3N Ac-G ENAALKQ EIAALKK EIAALKW EIAALKQ GYA-NH > 90 -37,000 3.0 
CC-pIL-I10N Ac-G EIAALKQ ENAALKK EIAALKW EIAALKQ GWG-NH 66 -36,000 2.6 
CC-pIL-I17N Ac-G EIAALKQ EIAALKK ENAALKW EIAALKQ GYY-NH 70 -37,000 2.1 
CC-pIL-I24N Ac-G EIAALKQ EIAALKK EIAALKW ENAALKQ GWW-NH 70 -32,000 2.4 
     
CC-pII-I6N Ac-G EIAANKQ EIAAIKK EIAAIKW EIAAIKQ GWW-NH 57 -28,000 3.5 
CC-pII-I13N Ac-G EIAAIKQ EIAANKK EIAAIKW EIAAIKQ GYG-NH 49 -29,000 3.1 
CC-pII-I20N Ac-G EIAAIKQ EIAAIKK EIAANKW EIAAIKQ GWA-NH 51 -26,000 2.9 
CC-pII-I27N Ac-G EIAAIKQ EIAAIKK EIAAIKW EIAANKQ GYW-NH > 90 -27,000 3.2 
     
CC-pIL-L13N Ac-G EIAALKQ EIAANKK EIAALKW EIAALKQ GYY-NH 69 -35,000 3.7 
CC-pII-I17N Ac-G EIAAIKQ EIAAIKK ENAAIKW EIAAIKQ GYG-NH 36 -15,000 2.7 
     
CC-pII-I10N_I17N Ac-G EIAAIKQ ENAAIKK ENAAIKW EIAAIKQ GYG-NH ≪ 5 -3,000 NA 
 
Biophysical characterization in solution 
The secondary structures of the CC-pIL-N@a and CC-pII-N@d series were probed by 
circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, Figure 2. CD spectra recorded at 20˚C for all eight 
peptides were similar with minima at 208 and 222 nm, and intensities typical of fully folded 
α-helical structures, Figures 2A&B.  Thermal-denaturation experiments monitoring the loss 
of mean residue ellipticity at 222 nm (MRE222), however, revealed differences, Figures 
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2C&D.  For the four peptides with centrally located Asn residues – i.e., in the 2nd or 3rd 
heptads of CC-pIL or CC-pII – the melting curves were sigmoidal, typical of cooperatively 
folded moieties, and had similar midpoints (TM): the TM values for CC-pIL-I10N and CC-
pIL-I17N were within 3 – 4°C of each other, and those for CC-pII-I13N and CC-pII-I20N 
were within 2 – 3°C, Table 1.  However, the unfolding behaviors for the four remaining 
peptides were less consistent, i.e. with the Asn residue in the terminal heptad repeats.  The 
differences from the mean TM values were most extreme for CC-pIL-I3N and CC-pII-I27N – 
that is, for the peptides in each series with Asn at the a or d site closest to one of the termini.  
These peptides were particularly stable, with only the beginnings of sigmoidal unfolding 
curves at high temperatures and TM values > 90˚C.  In both cases, the Asn residue lacks an 
adjacent core hydrophobic residue between it and the N or C terminus.  Therefore, we posit 
that the high thermal stabilities are due to the destabilizing Asn residues being excluded from 
the core, effectively leaving more-stable three-and-a-half-heptad coiled coils with completely 
hydrophobic interfaces.  Alternatively, and to account for the high helicities observed by CD 
spectroscopy, we speculate that the Asn residues could be excluded from the cores by 
transitions to 11-residue repeats11, 12, 46, 47 near the termini; i.e., 4-4-3 and 3-4-4 hydrophobic 
repeats to start CC-pIL-I3N and CC-pII-I27N, respectively, Figure S3.  This is only one 
possibility of course and high-resolution structures will be needed in future to provide a 
definitive answer.  In the absence of such structures, but with the CD data showing near-
complete  helicity and hyperstability for these extreme cases, we believe that the Asn side 
chains must be excluded from the core somehow, and, as a result, that any influence that Asn 
imparts on oligomer-state specification is lost. 
 
Figure 2: CD spectra and unfolding curves for the CC-pIL and CC-pII series.  A&B: CD spectra of CC-pIL-
N@a (A) and CC-pII-N@d (B) series.  C&D: Thermal denaturation curves for CC-pIL-N@a (C) and CC-pII-
N@d (D) series.  Key: solid lines, N@a series; broken lines N@d series; with Asn residues in first (green), 
second (red), third (blue), and fourth (orange) heptads.  All experiments were performed at 10 µM peptide 
concentration in PBS (pH 7.4); for A&B, spectra were recorded at 20°C; and for C&D temperature was ramped 
from 5°C to 90°C at 10°C/h using a Peltier thermal controller.  
Next, we used sedimentation-equilibrium experiments in analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) 
to examine the effect of the Asn walk on the oligomeric states of the peptides, Figures S4A-H 
and Table 1.  For the CC-pIL series, it was immediately apparent that the simple presence of 
an N@a was not sufficient to maintain the dimer state, and that oligomeric state was 
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extremely sensitive to the precise placement of the polar residue in the sequence.  Indeed, 
only when located in the most central position along the coiled coil – i.e., the parent peptide 
CC-pIL-I17N – was a dimer unambiguously observed.  Shifting the Asn residue to the 
positions either side of this particular a site returned ambiguous molecular weights midway 
between those expected for dimer and trimer, Table 1.  Our best explanation for these data is 
that the peptides exist in a dimer-trimer equilibrium, for which there are precedents in the 
literature with mutants of GCN4-p1.35, 48  For the hyperstable variant, CC-pIL-I3N, the AUC 
data were again unambiguous, but the oligomer state returned was trimer.  This result is 
consistent with the contention above that when placed adjacent to the terminus the Asn 
residue is not a bona fide “core” residue, and exerts little influence on coiled-coil 
architecture; and also with foregoing studies of a four-heptad peptide with a completely 
Ile/Leu core, CC-pIL, which is a hyperstable parallel homotrimer.8 
By contrast, the oligomeric states determined by AUC for the CC-pII series were more 
consistent, and mostly unambiguous trimers, Table 1.  Although CC-pII-I6N had an apparent 
molecular weight in solution of 3.5 x monomer, which we cannot explain, the remaining 
peptides of this series gave values in the range 2.9 – 3.2 x monomer.  This is entirely 
consistent with the literature-wide view that a = d = Ile strongly directs trimerization 
irrespective of the inclusion of buried Asn residues.8, 13 
The trends noted above are best illustrated by the composite plot of CD and AUC data against 
Asn position, Figure 3.  Taken together, these data indicate that for design purposes the 
influences of N@a (to promote parallel dimer formation) and N@d (to ameliorate trimer 
hyperstability) are best exerted in the central heptads of coiled-coil peptide sequences.  When 
placed nearer to the termini the folded states of the peptides become more thermally stable, 
but have less-well specified oligomer states.  We contend that this is because in the latter 
cases the Asn is likely excluded from the core and has little influence over coiled-coil 
stability and structure.  
 
Figure 3: Summary and side-by-side comparison of the biophysical data for the CC-pIL-N@a (A) and CC-pII-
N@d (B) series of peptides.  Data are presented as double-y plots, with thermal stabilities as measured by TM 
values on y1, and oligomeric state on y2.  TM values are depicted as bars, and oligomeric states as grey spheres.  
For the former, arrows indicate hyperstable peptides for which TM could not be determined.  
Mixed messages: putting polar residues and hydrophobic combinations in the core in 
conflict 
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To probe further the impact of buried, centrally located Asn residue on coiled-coil stability 
and oligomer state, we prepared two more peptides, CC-pIL-I13N and CC-pII-I17N, Table 1.  
In the first, an N@d, which is tolerated in trimers, was placed in the a = Ile plus d = Leu 
background, traditionally associated with dimeric coiled coils. For the second peptide, a 
dimer-favoring N@a was placed in the trimer-specifying a = d =Ile background.  In other 
words, for these peptides the hydrophobic a/d backgrounds and the buried Asn residues were 
effectively in conflict. 
The differences in the helicity and thermal stabilities of these two peptides were marked, 
Figure S5.  CC-pIL-I13N was highly helical and stable, and, in these respects, largely 
indistinguishable from three of the four other CC-pIL variants, Table 1.  However, this 
variant gave another oligomer state for this series – the AUC data were most consistent with a 
tetramer, or a trimer-tetramer equilibrium (Figure S4I).  Therefore, the emerging picture for 
this series of peptides with a = Ile plus d = Leu is that this background is plastic and 
compatible with multiple oligomeric states.  In other words, the energy landscape for 
sequences based on a = Ile plus d = Leu is rugged with multiple minima that lie close in 
energy.  This is consistent with literature reports of GCN4-based sequences, which have a = 
Val plus d = Leu and show a wide range of oligomer states,13, 48-50 and with other design 
studies.8, 51, 52 
By contrast, CC-pII-I17N was markedly less folded and less thermally stable than any of the 
other peptides from either series, Table 1: it was only ≈50% helical at 10 µM concentration 
and 5˚C; and the TM was 36˚C, Figure S5B.  Nonetheless, AUC data were still most 
compatible with a trimeric assembly, Figure S4J and Table 1; albeit with lowered apparent 
oligomer state, presumably because of the reduced TM.  Again, we interpret this as follows: 
the a = d = Ile background is highly trimer specifying, and this overrides the dimer-
specifying residue N@a; however, N@a is poorly accommodated within this background, 
and is therefore destabilizing.  Consistent with this idea, an additional peptide in this series 
with a second N@a, CC-pII-I10N_I17N, was fully unfolded at 20˚C, Figure S5C and Table 
1. 
Autonomous and orthogonal folding of peptides with central Asn residues 
In addition to their role in influencing oligomeric state and thermal stability, we tested if 
buried Asn residues could direct orthogonal coiled-coil assembly in our two systems.  This 
was done with two mixing experiments using CC-pIL-I10N plus CC-pIL-I17N, and CC-pII-
I13N plus CC-pII-I20N.  The reasoning was that homo-oligomerisation should maximize 
hydrophobic-hydrophobic and Asn-Asn contacts in the core.  This was inspired by work from 
Vinson and colleagues,39 which shows that Ile-Asn pairings at a-a’ sites in a heterodimeric 
coiled coil are destabilizing by 4.3 – 4.9 kcal/mol, compared with favorable coupling energies 
for Ile-Ile and Asn-Asn of -0.5 and -0.5 kcal/mol, respectively.  Thus, if successful, in 
addition to the use of complementary charged residues at e and g in specifying multiple, 
orthogonal, heterodimeric pairs,23, 24, 53, 54 the addition of Asn residues at a and d could help 
expand the repertoire of orthogonal coiled coils for use in protein design and synthetic 
biology. 
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We examined mixtures of CC-pIL-I10N plus CC-pIL-I17N, and of CC-pII-I13N plus CC-pII-
I20N in two ways.  First, thermal unfolding curves following the MRE222 were recorded for 
the individual peptides and for the two mixtures, Figures 4A&B.  The former were then 
averaged to give two theoretical curves for CC-pIL-I10N plus CC-pIL-I17N, and for CC-pII-
I13N plus CC-pII-I20N.  These curves are what would be expected in the absence of any 
interaction within each pair; i.e., with homo-oligomerization only.  We found that curves for 
the experimental mixtures and the theoretical curves were indeed coincident, Figures 4A&B.  
This is consistent with our hypothesis that the peptides of each pair fold independently to 
obligate homo-oligomers.  However, as the individual and composite unfolding curves for 
each pair were close, to be sure on this point we conducted a further experiment using 
disulfide exchange.34 
 
 
Figure 4: Asparagine-mediated homotypic association. (A&B): Partner specificity followed by CD 
spectroscopy for the CC-pIL-I10N & CC-pIL-I17N (A) and CC-pII-I13N & CC-pII-I20N (B) systems. Thermal 
unfolding transitions for the individual peptides (red and blue lines, same key as for Figure 2) and peptide 
mixtures (purple lines) were followed by MRE222.  Theoretical transitions (gray lines) were calculated by 
averaging the red and blue lines.  Any deviation between the purple and gray curves would have indicated 
heteromeric association.  Conditions: all individual peptide concentrations were 10 µM; the buffers were PBS at 
pH 7.4; and temperatures were ramped from 5 °C to 90 °C at 10°C/h in. (C-F): Partner specificity followed by 
disulfide-exchange experiments, which were monitored by HPLC and mass spectrometry.  C: Mixture of 
CStBuGG-CC-pIL-I10N and CStBuGG-CC-pIL-I17N at t = 0 min. D: Mixture of CStBuGG-CC-pII-I13N and 
CStBuGG-CC-pII-I20N at t=0min.  E: Reaction mixture from Panel C after 7 days of incubation at 20˚C. F: 
Reaction mixture from Panel D after 7 days of incubation at 20˚C.  Conditions: all experiments were performed 
using 50 µM of each peptide; in PBS (pH 7.8); and with 4 mM of oxidized (GSSG) and 1 mM of reduced 
glutathione (GSH).  HPLC was performed using a C18 reverse phase column (Phenomenex Kinetex, 5 µm 
particle size, 100 Å pore size, 100 × 4.6 mm) and gradients of Buffer A (0.1 % TFA in H2O) and Buffer B (0.1 
% TFA in MeCN) depicted in gray. Fractions corresponding to each peak were collected, analyzed by MALDI-
TOF mass spectrometry and identified as: 1, CStBuGG-CC-pIL-I17N; 2, CStBuGG-CC-pIL-I10N; 3, CStBuGG-CC-
pII-I13N; 4, CStBuGG-CC-pII-I20N; 5, CGG-CC-pIL-I17N homodimer; 6, CGG-CC-pIL-I10N homodimer; 7, 
CGG-CC-pIL-I17N/GS heterodimer; 8, CGG-CC-pIL-I10N/GS heterodimer; 9, CGG-CC-pII-I13N/GS 
heterodimer; 10, GG-CC-pII-I13N; 11, GG-CC-pII-I20N/GS heterodimer; 12, GG-CC-pII-I13N homodimer; 
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13, GG-CC-pII-I20N; and 14, CGG-CC-pII-I20N homodimer. Masses and mass spectra are provided in Table 
S2 and Figures S1e & S1f. 
Four additional peptides were prepared, each with a CysStBu-Gly-Gly N-terminal tag to the 
four sequences described above, Table 1.  In separate experiments, the two pairs (CStBuGG-
CC-pIL-I10N plus CStBuGG-CC-pIL-I17N, and CStBuGG-CC-pII-I13N plus CStBuGG-CC-pII-
I20N) were mixed in redox buffer, and disulfide-exchange was monitored by HPLC at t ≈ 0 
min and after one week.  Peaks were collected and assigned as monomeric peptide, covalent 
dimers, or peptide-glutathione adducts by mass spectrometry, (Figures 4C-F, Table S2 and 
Figures S1e &S1f).  These experiments showed clearly that only peptide homodimers were 
formed, with no evidence for promiscuous heterotypic assemblies.  Thus, in this designed 
peptide system, buried Asn residues appear to confer orthogonality on coiled-coil assembly. 
Analysis of natural coiled-coil sequences and structures 
To compare our experimental findings with the occurrence of N@a and N@d in all known 
coiled-coil structures, we searched the August 2015 release of the CC+ coiled-coil database.4  
CC+ generated from the Protein Data Bank, identifying 367 coiled coils on the basis of 
knobs-into-holes interactions.10  These featured Asn as follows: on a per-coiled-coil basis, 
approximately half of all parallel dimers had N@a; approximately half of all the trimers had 
N@d; and Asn occurred less frequently in tetramers, with 15% having N@a and 30% N@d. 
Table 2a. Contribution of asparagine to sequence composition at a and d sites in a set of non-redundant (≤ 50% 
sequence identity, > 14 residues in length), parallel dimeric (251), trimeric (89) and tetrameric (27) coiled-coils. 
Raw numbers were converted to propensities (shown in brackets) by normalizing for the proportion of 
asparagine in the whole dataset. 
 x=a x=d 
Oligomeric State All 2 3 4 All 2 3 4 
Frequency of N@x* 
139 128 7 4 69 19 42 8 
(1.27) (1.97) (0.23) (0.28) (0.64) (0.30) (1.38) (0.55) 
All-Asn layers** 
96 91 5 0 40 8 32 1 
 (6.39) (81)   (0.57) (508)  
*Calculated on a per-chain basis; i.e. each unique chain is counted only once.  
**i.e., for dimers this means an Asn-Asn pair, for trimers Asn-Asn-Asn trios etc. 
 
Table 2b. Number of asparagine pairs/triplets at a and d positions within individual coiled-coil sequences, 
culled from the same dataset as Table 2a. Raw numbers represent the number of coiled-coil sequences 
containing the number of N@x residues stated in the far-left column. Expected numbers of each are given in 
brackets; these assume random distributions of Asn at the a and d positions. 
 x=a x=d 
# N@x residues in 
each sequence 
Dimer Trimer Dimer Trimer 
Homo Hetero Homo Hetero Homo Hetero Homo Hetero 
0 105  71 75 10 162 81 58 10 
1 51 (17) 9 (1.5) 3 (1) 0 8 (1.7) 0 15 (7.3) 0 
2 13 (2) 1 (0.03) 1 (0.1) 0 0 0 3 (0.7) 0 
3 1 (0.15) 0 0 0 0 0 1 (0.06) 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 (0.005) 0 
Total Sequences 170 81 79 10 170 81 79 10 
 
Overall, the propensity for N@a (1.27) was higher than that for N@d (0.64), Table 2a.  More 
specifically, the propensity for N@a in dimers (1.97) was higher than in trimers (0.23); with 
this trend reversed for N@d, at 0.30 and 1.38, respectively.  Asn occurred less often than 
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expected by chance in tetramers at both the a and d positions, with propensities of 0.28 and 
0.55, respectively.  These findings, for dimers and trimers at least, concur with the 
preferences for Asn occurring at the two sites determined from the experiments above and 
those presented in the literature.8, 13 
Next, we considered all-Asn layers, i.e. combinations of Asn found at equivalent a or d 
positions of different helices in coiled-coil interfaces and that should be in proximal in the 
structures, Table 2b.  Unsurprisingly, pairs of N@a were more prevalent in dimers than 
trimers, while trios of N@d were more prevalent in trimers.  Only one asparagine ‘quad’ was 
identified at the d positions of a homotetramer: namely, the multimerization domain of Nipah 
virus phosphoprotein.55  The majority of the pairs and trios were in homomers rather than 
heteromers, Table 2b.  Moreover, the proportion of coiled-coil interfaces with “incomplete” 
Asn layers—i.e., a single Asn in a dimeric interface, or two Asn at one layer of a trimer—was 
low at 24% over all hetero-oligomers.  For dimers, the majority of these examples had just 
one Asn pair.  Again, these findings accord with the experimental studies presented above 
and elsewhere: buried Asn residues are destabilizing, and more so if they are not partnered 
with other Asn or polar side chains.   
Given that our experiments indicate that Asn exerts most influence on coiled-coil structure 
and stability when centrally located, we identified where the examples of N@a lie in coiled-
coil sequences, by segmenting these sequences into three heptad ‘types’: the N- and the C-
terminal heptads, and all central heptads, Figure 5.  For comparison, we determined the 
distribution of Asn in all natural sequences of the same lengths as the selected coiled coils, 
and regardless of secondary structure adopted.  For the selected coiled coils, Asn occurred in 
central heptads ≈1.5x more often than expected from all other sequences, whilst in the N- and 
C-terminal heptads Asn occurred at rates expected by chance.  Again, this fits our 
experimental observation that centrally located Asn residues bestow some functional benefit 
on the coiled-coil structure.  A similar analysis for N@d in trimers revealed no bias in 
position of these residues; i.e., the distributions of these at the three types of heptad mirrored 
those found across all natural sequences.  This concurs with our experimental findings that 
whilst the position of N@d in a coiled-coil peptide affects the stability of the folded state, it 
does not influence oligomer state to the same degree as N@a. Our dataset does include 
examples of coiled coils that form part of larger assemblies, and for these, the end effects that 
we observe may be mitigated by the presence of adjacent polypeptide structure. 
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Figure 5:  The distribution of N@a positions in dimeric coiled-coil sequences. Proportions of Asn residues in 
different heptad types of dimeric coiled coils (bars), compared with the expected rates of occurrence of Asn 
determined from all sequences in Uniref50 (blue points, with standard deviation on error bars, n=3, random 
picks of a dataset ten times the size of the dimeric coiled-coil set, with the same sequence length distribution). 
Building on the point about incomplete layers, and following the experimental work of 
Vinson,39 we also analyzed the partnering of 33 Asn residues found in the 81 heterodimeric 
coiled coils of CC+, Table 2b.  In these, one third (11) of the examples with N@a made Asn-
Asn pairs; approximately one quarter (9) did not make complete, reciprocated knobs-into-
holes interactions; and the remainder (13) paired with a range of other and predominantly 
polar residues ([Q,K,R,L] > [A,S,T,E,V]).  These data demonstrate further that Asn-Asn pairs 
are preferred over pairings with other residues.  There were not enough examples of 
structurally defined heterotrimers for us to conduct a similar analysis meaningfully. 
These analyses demonstrate the over-representation of Asn residues in the core of parallel 
coiled-coil assemblies, specifically at a positions in dimers and at d positions in trimers. 
These buried Asn residues typically form part of a complete ‘layer’, i.e. they are stabilized by 
partnering Asn residues at equivalent positions on partner helices. Additionally, these 
partnerships are more likely to be centrally located in the sequence. 
The above aside, the number of structurally defined coiled coils with N@a and/or N@d is 
small.  Therefore, to glean more about the importance of these inclusions, we examined the 
more-plentiful protein-sequence databases.  As seeds for our searches, we took three classes 
of sequences that are parallel homo-oligomers from CC+; namely, dimers with 1 x N@a, 
dimers with 1 x N@d, and trimers with 1 x N@d.  (There were only two trimeric sequences 
with 1 x N@a, which we judged an insufficient basis for searches.)  We examined the residue 
distributions at the N@a and N@d positions of homologous sequences identified from 
Uniref5056 using BLAST,57 Table S3A-C.  For each individual search, the level of 
conservation was calculated as the percentage of Asn maintained at the specified position, 
Table S3A-C.  This gave a series of percentages for each of the three classes, which were 
then used to calculate the following means and standard deviations, from which some overall 
trends were clear: N@d in trimers was the most conserved at 74% ± 30%; and in dimers 
N@a was more conserved than N@d, at 64% ± 34% and 52% ± 22%, respectively. The 
conservations of the main aliphatic residues found in parallel coiled-coil interfaces are listed 
in Table S3E for comparison. 
For heterodimeric sequences, we performed a similar search using a CC+-derived 
heterodimer set with a single N@a pair, Table S3D.  For these, N@a was highly conserved at 
98% ± 2.7%.  By comparison, the conservation of N@a in sequences related to those from 
CC+ with an unpaired N@a residues, Table S3F, was low at 12% ± 14%.  n.b., this search 
was necessarily limited to same-chain “heterodimers” to maintain the connection between 
helix pairings in the search. 
Taken together, the results from the bioinformatics analysis show that buried Asn residues 
play vital roles in directing and maintaining coiled-coil structural states: (1) they are found 
preferentially at certain sites depending on oligomer state, i.e., N@a in dimers and N@d in 
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trimers; (2) at these sites, they are conserved across many sequences; (3) conservation is 
particularly high in heterodimeric systems, suggesting roles in maintaining specificity and 
orthogonality of coiled-coil assemblies; and (4) their distribution along the lengths of coiled 
coils is skewed, with Asn occurring more often than expected in central rather than terminal 
heptads. 
DISCUSSION 
We have explored the impact on coiled-coil structure and stability of moving the polar 
residue asparagine (Asn) through the nominal hydrophobic-core positions (a and d) in two de 
novo coiled-coil systems: one with core residues traditionally accepted to favor parallel 
dimers, i.e. a = Ile plus d = Leu; and the other with a = d = Ile, which favors parallel trimers.  
In addition, we have examined the occurrence and conservation of Asn at a and d (N@a and 
N@d) sites of natural coiled coils in the structural and sequence databases.  Our results can 
be summarized as follows: 
(1) We confirm that N@a generally favors parallel dimer formation, and that N@d is 
tolerated in the trimer state. 
(2) However, the impact of these polar inclusions is context dependent in two respects.  The 
position of the inclusion along the coiled-coil sequence is critical.  Centrally located 
inclusions have the most impact.  Here they lower coiled-coil stability, but exert more 
influence over oligomer-state specificity.  Whereas, when placed nearer the termini of the 
coiled-coil sequences they have less influence, leading to raised thermal stabilities, but 
reduced oligomer-state specification.  The likely explanation of this is that when placed 
nearer to the termini polar Asn residues may be excluded from the hydrophobic cores.  The 
resulting core combinations of only hydrophobic residues then determine the oligomer state 
adopted.  In this respect, a = Ile, d = Leu, which is traditionally taken as the standard 
“dimeric” hydrophobic core, is more sensitive than the trimer-forming background, a = d = 
Ile. 
(3) Developing this last point, a = Ile, d = Leu and related backgrounds appear to be more 
plastic, and compatible with multiple oligomer states.  Whereas, a = d = Ile more robustly 
specifies a trimer.  Indeed, for the latter N@a inclusions can be tolerated without 
compromising oligomer state, although overall stability is dramatically reduced. 
(4) In natural sequences, Asn inclusions in the hydrophobic cores are highly conserved, 
particularly N@a in dimers and N@d in trimers, and especially complementary pairs of N@a 
in heterodimers.  Moreover, and in accord with our experiments, Asn is found more often in 
the central regions of natural coiled-coil sequences. 
Together, these experiments and analyses provide an improved basis for rational design and 
engineering of coiled-coil sequences, and for the application of these in protein engineering 
and synthetic biology.  In this context, our study confirms CC-pIL-I17N (aka CC-Di8) as a 
robust parallel dimeric coiled-coil building block, and further delivers two stable, but not 
hyperstable, and orthogonal parallel trimeric building blocks, CC-pII-I13N and CC-pII-I20N. 
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Our findings must be placed in context of a large body of foregoing literature.13, 18, 20, 35-37, 39-
42, 58, 59  Indeed, it is well established that buried Asn residues have marked effects on coiled-
coil structure and behavior, and that in these natural systems the extent to which 
oligomerization state-specifying motifs affect coiled-coil architecture can vary along the 
length of the coiled coil.60  For instance, the well-known, and aforementioned example of the 
N@a residue Asn16 in the leucine-zipper region of the transcriptional activator GCN4, which 
appears vital to maintaining a parallel dimeric oligomeric state.35  Regarding this natural 
GCN4 background, our observations appear to be at odds with the studies of Hu and 
colleagues,37, 38 who mutated the a positions of GCN4-p1 to combinations of Ile and Asn and 
concluded: “the effect of an Ile to Asn mutation on the free energy of unfolding is largest at 
the N terminus of the peptide and decreases almost twofold as we move the substitution from 
the N to C-terminal heptads”.  There are, however, several differences between our systems 
and GCN4, and between the two studies.  First, GCN4 is a natural sequence.  As a result, 
each a site is part of a unique knobs-into-hole interaction, so the different a sites through 
GCN4-p1 are not strictly analogous as they are in our systems.  Secondly, the region of 
GCN4 used is 35 residues in length, with potential a sites at positions 4, 11, 18, 25, and 32.  
However, only those at 11, 18, 25, and 32 are examined by Hu et al..  Thus, the “most N-
terminal residues” are in fact located more centrally than those “towards the C-terminus”; 
indeed, residue 18 is the exact midpoint of the coiled-coil sequence. 
In addition, Hu and colleagues report that the oligomer state of these various Ile/Asn mutants 
do not vary from the wild-type dimer, despite the all-hydrophobic a = Ile, d = Leu core.38  
Although consistent with the data of Harbury and colleagues,13 it is surprising given our 
findings8 and recent studies from Horne and colleagues48 that show considerable plasticity in 
oligomer states formed by similar GCN4-p1 core mutants; and indeed more broadly from the 
studies of Lu, which indicate that mutants of this peptide offer up a wide range of 
oligomers.49, 50  
The GCN4 leucine-zipper sequence and structure has been an incredibly rich, useful and 
productive source of experiments and data for studying and understanding coiled-coil folding 
and assembly, and, with good reason, this will likely continue.  However, given its structural 
plasticity in response to small mutations, perhaps it is time to move towards using less-
complicated and arguably more-robust de novo systems for certain synthetic-biology 
applications. 
A different study examining the effects of Asn mutagenesis on self-interactions of 
membrane-spanning oligo-leucine peptides,59 does concur with our finding that there is a 
“stronger impact of asparagine on self-assembly when located at the center of the oligo-
leucine sequence than at the termini”.  We suggest that in both the aqueous environment of 
our studies, and the lipid/detergent system examined by Ruan et al.,59 the reason for this is 
straightforward: when positioned adjacent to the termini of the peptide, end fraying, which 
would itself be increased by proximal destabilizing polar amino acids, effectively removes 
the Asn as a bona fide component of the coiled-coil core, and free to form hydrogen bonds 
(or other interactions) with the surrounding environment. 
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What is clear from many studies is that N@a is much better accommodated in parallel dimers 
than it is in trimeric coiled coils, which is apparent in our work from the dramatic loss of 
thermal stability of the single and double N@a mutants in the CC-pII background.  The 
accepted wisdom is that in dimers N@a can form inter-chain side-chain hydrogen bonds to 
offset the penalty of including polar residues in the hydrophobic interface; but these 
interactions are not possible in trimers.35  Understanding, the virtual exclusion of N@d in 
dimers is readily explained by the enforced perpendicular packing at these sites,10, 13 which 
both precludes side-chain hydrogen bonding, and inhibits escape of the amide groups to 
solvent.  At first site, the mode of action N@d in trimers appears less easy to explain: it has 
been shown from multiple structural examples that the Asn side chains do not form inter-
side-chain hydrogen bonds; however, and presumably to help satisfy their hydrogen-bonding 
potential, the side chains do coordinate ions.42  We posit that N@d are simply tolerated and 
that they may be conserved through evolution as they moderate the stabilities and increase the 
dynamics of what otherwise would potentially be hyperstable structures. 
Pairwise energies for Asn-Asn side-chain interactions have been measured experimentally 
and found to be favorable compared with “unpaired” Asn in coiled-coil interfaces.39-41  In a 
comprehensive study, Vinson and colleagues determined the thermodynamic stabilities of 
100 heterodimeric coiled-coil mutants varying a-a’ residue pairs.  They state: “the most 
extreme example of two amino acids regulating dimer preference has to do with Ile and Asn”.  
The coupling energies for homotypic Ile-Ile and Asn-Asn a-a’ pairing are favorable at -0.9 
and -0.5 kcal/mol, respectively.  By contrast, those for the heterotypic pairings, Ile-Asn and 
Asn-Ile, are unfavorable at +4.3 and +4.9 kcal/mol, respectively.  Thus, the relative energies 
between the homo- and heterotypic pairs are significant, corresponding to changes in binding 
constants of several orders of magnitude, and likely provide the driving force for the 
orthogonal, homotypic associations that we have shown herein for our de novo systems.  On 
this theme, Gradišar and Jerala present a series of orthogonal coiled-coil pairs in which two 
asparagine residues per peptide are incorporated at a positions of four-heptad designed 
sequences.  These Asn incorporations likely play a role alongside the designed charge 
patterns at e and g sites to drive assembly of and discrimination between the heteromeric 
helical pairings.61 
Somewhat related to this, Boyken, Baker and colleagues have shown that intricate hydrogen-
bonded networks involving multiple polar residues can be designed into -helical bundles 
using computational design.62  In these cases, and although the structures are hyper-
thermostable, these networks appear to define the intended structures over aggregated 
alternatives formed by proteins with exclusively hydrophobic helix-helix interfaces. 
In conclusion, we have extensively examined the effects of placing polar Asn residues in 
actual and potential hydrophobic-core sites of coiled coils on oligomer-state and partner 
selection and thermal stability.  Whilst much remains to be understood about the intricate 
details of coiled-coil energy landscapes, it becomes ever clearer that polar residues such as 
Asn have tremendous utility in coiled-coil design and specification in several respects: 
namely, in designing a single peptide for a given task; in discriminating between alternate 
oligomer states and topologies; and for generating orthogonal sets of peptides able to 
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associate in a prescribed and non-promiscuous way in the presence of other coiled coils.  
Importantly for all of these endeavors, not only is the inclusion of a polar Asn residues in the 
hydrophobic core a design tool, but also their positioning along the coiled-coil length must be 
taken into account and offers additional scope in design. 
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